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6. MI TRIANERA (My Girl froni Triana) (Solearillas) 
Triana, one of the colorful quarters of Seville, is always synony- 
mous vvith Andalucian music, dancing- and Flamenco. Heve, Mario 
Escudero, joined by Diego Castellón, dedicates his composition to 
his g’irl from Triana. The rhythm is inspired by the basic 
SOLEARES form. 

SIDE TWO 
1. SONES GADITANOS (Sounds from Cádiz) (Alegrías) 
The ALEGRIAS is probably the dominant and most popular of 
the Flamenco rhythms, generally executed by the singer and the 
guitars. Here Mario Escudero and Diego Castellón perform with 
Enrique Montoya and Anita Ramos. The ALEGRIAS are a gay 
rhythm, as contrasted with the other more sentimental and melan- 
cholic “Cantes.” 

2. GUAJIRA FLAMENCA (Guajira) 
This GUAJIRA has been inspired by the songs of the Cuban 
peasants. It is a good example for the present-day development 
of Flamenco music which adapts some of the folkloric Latín 
American rhythms to the Flamenco style. In this fantasy, Mario 
Escudero has created a lovelv melody which he performs togéther 
with Diego Castellón. 

3. A TOMILLO Y ROMERO (Thyme and Rosemary) 
(Siguiriya) 

The SIGUIRIYA, like the “Fandango” and the “Soleares” is one 
of the oldest “Cantes Flamencos,” and one which clearly shows 
the Moorish influence. Thyme and Rosemary are the two flowers 
which adorn the Andalucian homes during Holy Week, “Semana 
Santa.” Enrique Montoya again is the singer, accompanied by 
the two guitars. 

4. LAMENTO MINERO (Miner’s Lament) (Taranta) 
This guitar solo, another composition by Mario Escudero, was 
inspired by the chants of the “Mineros,” the Andalucian Miners. 
Traditionally, their región along the Mediterranean shore of 
Andalucía produces “Cantes Flamencos” quite different from 
those of the Atlantic coast of Andalucía, the región of Cádiz. The 
TARANTA has a plaintive quality, tragic and somber. 

5. RUMORES MALAGUEÑOS (Rumors from Malaga) 
(Malagueña) 

The MALAGUEÑA, as the poet of the Flamenco, García Lorca, 
has said, is the song of the people who think with their hearts. 
Closely related to the “Fandango,” both these “Cantes” are among 
the favorites of the Flamenco artists. They are the expression of 
sighs and laments, of agonizing suffering and tender abandon. 
Escudero has dedicated this composition to the fish'ermen of 
Malaga; he and Diego Castellón play the two guitars^ 

6. FLORES DE HUELVA (Flowers from Huelva) 
(Fandangos) 

No FIESTA FLAMENCA would be complete without a FAN¬ 
DANGO; it is probably the best known of the Flamenco “Cantes” 
of Andalucía. It embodies Moorish elements and, being one of the 
oldest Flamenco rhythms, has undergone many variations during 
the centuries. But it is still the most profoundly moving of the 
Flamenco songs, of déep and virile expression so typical of the 
“Cante Jondo” and the true Flamenco spirit. Enrique Montoya 
sings this Fandango, accompanied by the guitars of Mario Escu¬ 
dero and Diego Castellón and the castanets of Anita Ramos. 
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The colorful art of Flamenco, rooted deeply in Spanish folklore, 
has acquired a tremendous following of enthusiastic “aficionados 
in this country, The c redil for this must surely yo to the Spanish 
ballets which have toured the United States so successfully during 
the last few years, such as José Greco, Carmen Amaya, and 
Vicente Escudero. 

With many of their performances a brilliant young Spanish 
guitarist has been associated: MARIO ESCUDERO, wl\pse pas- 
sionate virtuosity has been Widely acclaimed, and whose own 
company is featured in this recording 
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In its true form, Flamenco is never a solo performance. The 
guitars strike up an introduction, the dancers fire them on, add 
their handclapping- and castanets, until, at any given moment, 
they feel inspired to take over in their own rhythmical pattern, 
to which the guitars must adapt themselves. If it is a vocal dance, 
the Flamenco singer takes theYead;. the guitars and the dancers 
supply the accompaniment until, near the end, all join in a rousing 
finale. To put it simply, a FIESTA FLAMENCA has many of the 
characteristics of a JAM SESSION, Andalucian style. 

In this recording, Mario Escudero and Diego Castellón play the 
guitars; Enrique Montoya is the singer, and Anita Ramos is 
the dancer. 

All compositions written or arranged by Mario Escudero 

SIDE ONE 
1. ABRIL EN SEVILLA (April in Sevilla) (Saeta) 
In this composition Mario Escudero depicts the Holy Week in 
Sevilla, with its famed processions, the singing of the religious 
SAETAS. The procession is followed by the equally famed “Feria 
de Sevilla,” the rousing Andalucian Festival. In the fi.rst part, the 
music mirrors the religious' fervor of the procession and the 
SAETAS, while the second part is filled with the passionate 
“Alegría” of the “Feria de Sevilla.” 

2. MI SOLEA (Soleares) 
The SOLEA is probably the oldest and purest of all the Flamenco 
rhythms and is often referred to as the “Mother of the Cantes 
Flamencos.” Here the guitars of Mario Escudero and Diego 
Castellón join with Enrique Montoya in a chant full of melancholy 
and loneliness. 

3. TIENTOS GITANOS (Tientos) 
The TIENTOS are another of the basic and very popular Fla¬ 
menco rhythms. Originally, the TIENTO was a prelude played by 
the guitarist as an introduction, but it developed into a “Cante 
Flamenco” of its’own. In this solo performance, Mario Escudero 
has an opportunity to show his virtuosity on the guitar. 

4. FIESTA CANASTERO (Bulerías) 
Enrique Montoya, accompanied by the two guitars of Mario 
Escudero and Diego Castellón, gives a perfect performance of 
this stylish and diffieuít pieee which requires perfection in the 
execution of the rapid, vibrant rhythm. Originally, the BULERIAS 
was much slower and stric.tly a dance rhythm. Later on, the 
singers adopted it and speeded up the tempo until it became one 
qí the most scintillating Flamenco rhythms. 

5. PANADEROS (Panaderos) 
This rhythm is of Castilian origin, but has been adapted fre¬ 
quently for the guitar. Mario Escudero is joined by the guitar of 
Diego Castellón and by the castanets of Anita Ramos. 
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